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Abstract—Industrial and commercial electricity customers have significant potential in providing flexibility for
power systems through diverse demand response (DR) programs. However, the industrial and commercial potential of
DR is not yet completely understood, especially regarding
the emerging and advanced technologies associated with
the smart grid. Advances in smart meter technology that
allow monitoring and controlling responsive loads in real
time will also be key enablers of DR potential. It can be more
complex to implement DR for industrial loads if compared to
residential loads mainly due to the reliability management
that is more vital for industrial plants. Hence, this paper
aims at providing a comprehensive review of the most recent advances on industrial and commercial DR. On this basis, this survey first presents the potential and technologies
of DR in industrial and commercial sectors. Then, the existing models of DR in the mentioned sectors are presented.
The presence of industrial and commercial DR in electricity markets is also investigated. Finally, the main positive
and beneficial aspects, as well as challenges and barriers
of industrial and commercial DR, are investigated.
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NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviation
CHP
Combined heat and power.
DA
Day ahead.
DER
Distributed energy resource.
DG
Distributed generation.
DR
Demand response.
DRX
Demand response exchange.
DSM
Demand-side management.
EMS
Energy management systems.
EV
Electric vehicle.
G2V
Grid-to-vehicle.
GenCo Generation company.
HVAC Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning.
ICT
Information and communication technology.
IGDT
Information gap decision theory.
IMG
Industrial microgrids.
IoT
Internet of things.
ISO
Independent system operator.
LMP
Locational marginal price.
LSE
Load-serving entity.
QoS
Quality of service.
RTP
Real-time pricing.
SOC
State-of-charge.
V2G
Vehicle-to-grid.
VPP
Virtual power plant.
I. INTRODUCTION
NDUSTRIAL and commercial sectors include a major part
of the energy consumption that accounts for more than 60%
of the total energy use around the world [1]. DR has been widely
employed in these two sectors since 1970, but nowadays it has
been transforming thanks to technology developments and market improvements [2]. Particularly, wholesale energy and ancillary services markets can incentivize the participation of DR
in the markets [3]. Moreover, advances in smart devices and
telecommunication technologies can enable faster and better
management of DR as an emerging resource, while facilitating the participation of smaller entities [4]. On this basis, DR
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management has been widely addressed in the literature, and
participation of DR has been investigated in terms of potential,
technologies, market, and modeling. The existing literature can
be categorized into three major groups.
The first category of the existing literature investigates the
impact of DR, especially in commercial and industrial sectors
due to the high share of these sectors on air pollution. In [2], the
impact of highly aggregated DR and large-scale DR implementation in different sectors is characterized by emissions over an
extended planning horizon. This study revealed that although in
the short-term, increasing the DR implementation could increase
air emission due to shifting the demand from the low-carbonintensive peak capacity to the high-carbon-intensive nonpeak
capacity, in the long-term, DR deployment could reduce the air
emission as well as expansion planning costs.
In the second category, programs, approaches, and various
markets are discussed. In [5], the potential of ancillary services
on industrial DR has been studied. To this end, industrial loads’
characteristics have been analyzed, and their potential for taking
part in different types of ancillary services has been investigated.
The authors of [5] have classified different types of industries
regarding DR potential in terms of economic and technical aspects and have presented the barriers to DR programs in the
industries. Moreover, programs, issues, approaches, and future
extensions of DR have been surveyed in [6]. To do so, the means
of the electricity utility to incentivize the customers to reschedule their consumption pattern have been introduced. Moreover,
the mathematical models and problems have been gathered and
compared. Vardakas et al. [7] surveyed several DR programs,
based on incentivizing the consumers to take part in the programs. To this end, the DR schemes have been classified in terms
of control mechanisms. Furthermore, optimization models for
the optimal control of the DR programs have been categorized
according to the optimization objective.
The third category of the existing surveys devoted to challenges, benefits, and barriers of DR. For example, in [8] and
[9], the uncertainty and other challenges for DR utilization have
been reported, while the benefits of DR as a source have been
presented. Based on these reports, the main challenge is how
to establish a reliable control strategy and market framework
for optimal deploying the DR, particularly because of the lack
of experience in this context. Vallés et al. [10] focused on the
DR barriers, surveyed the barriers of regulatory, and market design to the realization of DR in the distribution systems from
the European perspective. Good et al. [11] went a step further
and categorized DR barriers based on “socio-techno-economic”
features into fundamental and secondary barriers. Fundamental barriers are related to economic, social, and technological
limitations, whereas secondary barriers are mostly related to
political issues, market designs, and electrical network limits.
According to the literature, most of the surveys studied the
general DR, specific berries and challenges of industrial and
commercial have not been well addressed, and there is still a
need to investigate the challenges according to recent advances
in industrial and commercial DR. To this end, this paper classifies the previous literature into following four groups:
1) the potential and technologies of DR in industrial and
commercial sectors;

2) existing models of DR in industrial and commercial
sectors;
3) the role of electricity markets in industrial and commercial DR;
4) benefits and barriers of industrial and commercial DR.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the potential and technologies of industrial and commercial DR
sectors are presented. Section III is dedicated to a comparison
between different models of industrial and commercial DR. In
Section IV, commercial and industrial DR in electricity markets
are investigated. Section V presents the benefits of industrial
and commercial DR. In Section VI, barriers to industrial and
commercial DR are listed. Finally, Section VII concludes this
paper.
II. PARTICIPATION OF COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
SECTORS IN DR
Demand-side management (DSM) aims to change the patterns of end-user electricity consumption by improving energy
efficiency and optimal allocation of power [1]. DR is a DSM
solution performed by motivating residential, commercial and
industrial customers to reduce or shift their demand at a specific
time and duration. This can be carried out by using on-site generations or by reducing the consumption level to comply with a
DR event [12]. The potential of these sectors and the impact of
technologies on industrial and commercial DR are presented as
follows.
A. Potentials of Commercial and Industrial DR
Participation of commercial and industrial sectors in DR can
provide several potentials in terms of interaction with renewable sources, features of industrial demand, as well as privacy
and security improvement. These potentials of commercial and
industrial DR are discussed as follows.
1) Renewable Sources Interaction: In the traditional centralized power systems, the generation is configured to follow
the demand of consumers while in the new smart grid configurations day-ahead (DA) schedule of distributed generations
(DGs) are developed by predicting the consumers’ load profile
[13]. Therefore, consumers may choose their energy sources
among conventional and renewable DGs with more freedom
[14]. In addition, microgrids are developed as self-sustaining
systems, integrating DGs, and energy storages as well as realtime control and energy transaction [15]. However, with the
renewable DGs and microgrid, predicting consumer demand,
and implementation of DR programs are more difficult. The
consumer demand is expected to be coordinated with the electricity generation. This is the main objective of DR management
that aims at shaping the load profile for balancing energy demand and supply considering the stochastic nature of renewable
resources [16].
The industrial sectors consist of industrial factories, facilities,
and plants with electric loads. Some factories require heat for
their production processes, which is obtained from combined
heat and power (CHP) systems or the boilers. The formation
of the developing industrial microgrids (IMGs) is due to the
corporation of a few factories with distributed energy resources
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(DERs). The industrial sector consumers (factories and IMGs)
rely on DERs such as CHP systems and renewable energy resources as well as energy storage systems. The new generations
of loads and storages are grid-to-vehicle (G2V) charging and
vehicle-to-grid (V2G) discharging of plug-in electric vehicles
(EV), respectively. However, DR has received limited attention
in the developing IMGs within the industrial sectors due to special requirements of industrial loads and their interactions with
renewable resources, energy storage and EVs [17].
In the industrial sectors, renewable wind and PV DGs are
being accepted as suitable alternatives to the conventional distributed generators due to environmental concerns. Although renewable energy resources currently represent a low percentage
of global electricity production, their applications in industrial
sectors are expected to grow rapidly. This is particularly for distributed PV generators since the peaks of most industrial loads
usually coincide with the maximum output of the PV modules.
In fact, most industrial factories and IMGs can install PV plants
and utilize clean energy to reduce the cost associated with the
operation of their thermal units.
According to [18], PV generation as a sustainable energy
solution should provide up to 12% of electricity demand by
2020, 20% in 2030 and 30% in 2050. Consequently, in industrial
sections where the peak of electricity demand usually occurs
during the daytime, the application of PV generation systems
can have an important role in the IMG operation within the next
few years.
The interactions of distributed generators including renewable resources are often coupled with energy storages such as
batteries. This will allow IMGs to store the excess generated
energy in storage units during OFF-peak hours and to return it
to the system at appropriate times. This arrangement can moderately mitigate the stochastic nature of renewables such as PV
production in real time [19] and increase the factory/MG profit
by selling the stored energy during peak hours [20].
2) Specific Features of the Industrial Sector: The implementation of DR for industrial consumers is more difficult than residential consumers and commercial buildings since it requires
considerations of the following few additional factors [21]:
1) the flow of other resources such as raw materials, intermediate materials, water, and gas;
2) real-time operation of factories;
3) the mismatch between energy supply and demand of industrial facilities;
4) Significant energy generation from the process itself.
The industrial sectors mainly serve consumers that require
high energy with typical peak loads of hundreds of MWs at
high voltage levels such as plants, factories, and IMGs.
Industrial consumers have a number of unique requirements that distinguished them from residential and commercial
consumers [7].
1) Power and voltage efficiencies are extremely vital.
2) Most manufacturing processes have critical temporal
dependencies that may require precise scheduled with
high timing precision. In most cases, it is essential to
have millisecond scale monitoring and control of the
plant.
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3) Security issues are very important since the access to
load profiles/shapes information is highly confidential
and competition-sensitive.
4) Therefore, many industrial facilities are familiar with
DR programs such as the application of dynamic pricing
models.
5) However, intelligent DR methods may further increase
the reliability of the industrial system and the economic
efficiency of the electricity infrastructure [22].
3) Privacy and Security: The consumer privacy protection
and security are critical in enabling DR management. The decentralized DR programs assure scalability while also providing
consumer privacy protection, by preventing central authorities
from collecting information for decision-making [7]. Future research directions should include security and privacy issues that
arise from the management of metering data with private information and activities or choices of the consumers.
The security issues are particularly important in the industry
since the information of load profiles and load shapes are highly
confidential and competition-sensitive as they may indicate the
types, times and durations of equipment and loads. Security
of DR is vital for the innocuous operation of the industrial
equipment. Hence, for many years various industrial facilities
have been participating in actions that are very familiar to the
smart grid applications, frequently through the application of
dynamic pricing models [7].
Application of intelligent DR methods can increase the security of information as well as the reliability and economics of
the industrial system [22].
Several security issues may compromise the effectiveness of a
DR scheme such tampering of pricing information that can result
in financial and legal problems and malware and viruses attacks
that may cause severe damage to the power delivery system. It
is therefore essential to implement secured DR programs that
protect the private data of consumers, avert unauthorized access
and provide authentication, authorization, and auditability to the
communication infrastructure. For a more comprehensive study
on the communication requirements, challenges and solutions
for DR, refer to [7] and [23].
B. Technologies
Various types of technology can affect the industrial and commercial DR. The main influential technologies are presented as
follows.
1) Combined Heat and Power: CHP systems such as gas
turbine, natural gas engine, and microturbines facilitate energyefficient power generation in IMGs by capturing the waste heat
[17], [24]. These systems maintain the heat acquired from power
generation units and utilize it for domestic and industrial heating
purposes [17]. The generated heat (at moderate temperatures of
100 °C to 180 °C) can also be used in absorption chillers for
cooling [25]. Among various types of CHP systems, gas turbine,
natural gas engine, and microturbines have more applications in
the industrial sectors [24]. CHPs are dispatchable systems with
low investment costs that can continuously generate energy for
hundreds of hours [17], [25]. They have appealing operational
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flexibility with fast start up and shut down times as well as high
ramp rates [26].
2) Storage and EVs: The DR in the industrial sectors involves dynamic optimal power flow formulation considering
factories constraints and IMG security as well as time- and
energy-related charging/discharging constraints associated with
the storage units such as batteries and EVs. The commercial
sectors also include storage systems such as batteries and EVs.
In addition, the effect of renewable generation systems coupled with storages on DR and generation scheduling must be
considered. The main challenge for the DR provider in the industrial and commercial sectors is to provide an effective and
efficient baseline to encourage the consumers/factories to adopt
demand control without producing substantial problems in the
price formation in wholesale markets [27].
Khodayar et al. [28] have investigated and modeled the impacts of EVs on distribution networks. An application of DR
that relies on storage is the response management in G2V and
V2G systems [29]. Some of the large factories, industrial parks,
and IMGs within the industrial sectors have heavy and large
vehicles such as picker trucks, lift trucks, bucket trucks, and
delivery trucks that can be replaced with EVs [28]. Zeng et al.
[29] investigate an incentivized auction based two-level groupselling approach for V2G DR management to reduce the system
cost and maintain the system stability. The first auction level
is formed between the grouped EVs and the aggregator. The
second level is between the aggregators and the power grid.
The V2G technology enables two-way communications and
bidirectional energy flow between EVs and grid with the aggregator acting as the agent for the battery management [13].
Dynamic pricing encourages the EV charging to consume the
redundant energy from the grid while during peak load hours;
EV users perform discharging to feed energy back to the grid
for energy arbitrage. The authentication schemes based on EVs
guarantee the security of V2G communications [30]. With the
developments of the internet of vehicle [31] and vehicular cloud
[32], the V2G technology enables EVs to achieve flexible DR
management in real time.
Different EV management approaches have been associated
with DR management services. The EV control strategy associated with DR can perform OFF-peak charging [28], change
behaviors of EV users based on dynamic pricing [33], utilize
the electricity generation from wind and solar power [34], consider battery state-of-charge (SOC) and provide grid frequency
regulation [35]. In addition, other factors such as EV user profit
[36], the costs of grid [33], and fairness [37] have been used in
the literature to improve the performance DR.
For the integration of V2G systems in DR programs, a fundamental understanding of EV demand and EV mobility is essential since these factors will influence the availability and
the capacity of vehicle batteries. Most studies consider random
charging demands by assuming arrived EVs have random initial SOCs [34], [35]. Different approaches are used to model EV
mobility and the arrival process including Gaussian distribution,
Poisson process [38], and Markov chain [36].
Most studies ignore EV mobility across different areas by
limiting it within a single geographic area or an isolated node.

While in real scenarios, EVs can serve as mobile units and
transport energy from one area to another. Yi et al. [39] explore
electricity transmission and distribution by using electric buses
that travel among stations regularly and transport energy from
renewable sources to consumers. Yi et al. [40] analyze the energy routing problem to reduce the total hops of energy and the
blocking of energy routes.
3) Sensors and Metering Facilities: Proper sensors and metering facilities are essential in preventing and resolving industrial and commercial consumers’ issues related to DR programs.
For example, real-time pricing (RTP) schemes require the energy provider to be in continuous and real-time communication
with the customers. This is not an attractive arrangement from
the user perspective [7].
In addition, the effectiveness of RTP is affected by the mass
flow of data exchanged between the energy provider and the
EMCs, as well as the efficiency and complexity of smart metering. An alternative is to implement DA-RTP-based solutions;
the customers are billed for their consumption based on the next
day predicted real-time prices that are announced beforehand
[41]. Another alternative is to offer financial incentives to retail
customers to invest in smart metering infrastructure. This will
provide the opportunity to switch from a fixed retail rate to more
dynamic pricing [42].
4) Distributed Generators Interactions: Many utilities have
started using on-site DERs to improve the reliability of the plant
while also reducing the operational costs. The DER units are
used to shield the plant from the unexpected loss of service
and to mitigate power quality issues originated on the utility
side [43]. In most utilities, DERs are some types of DG units,
renewable resources or energy storage systems. The DERs are
either dispatchable units such as diesel engines that can follow
generation set-point commands or nondispatchable units such as
solar and small-scale wind turbines that typically operate based
on maximum power point tracking [43].
5) Communication Infrastructures: For the implementation
of DR programs, it is essential to have an effective communication infrastructure that provides connectivity to different
industrial systems, devices, and applications [7]. For example,
most organizations such as power supply utilities and independent system operators (ISO) use centralized control approaches
to implement DR programs. Each organization needs to collect
the information on all its customers’ supply and consumption to
determine appropriate prices and incentives [44]. This leads to
heavy burdens of communication particularly for organizations
with a huge number of customers.
The general communication requirement is a two-way flow
of information between the entities participating in the DR program. However, from the network point of view, there are other
important operational requirements for the effective and reliable
communications between various elements including quality of
service (QoS), interoperability, scalability, flexibility, security,
and compatibility with IEC 61850 [7], [45].
a) Quality of service: The provision of QoS guarantees that as the number of the DR applications, organizations
and customers increase, the bidirectional communication infrastructure will be able to provide sufficient bandwidth for reliable
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transport of the controlling messages with minimum failure rates
and latencies. For example, the sensing and metering technology used for RTP requires latency values of a few milliseconds,
whereas the bandwidth requirements of DR programs depends
on the communication frequency between the organizations and
consumers and is a few kilobits per second per consumer [46].
b) Interoperability: The provision of interoperability
through open standards guarantees that the overall communication system is insensitive to changes or modifications in any one
of its underlying components. While the cooperation of different
systems is vital in DR programs, there can be an interoperability problem due to different interpretations of the standard by
manufacturers, as well as different protocol and data model disparities among organizations and customers. To overcome the
problem, the adoption of standards across the communication
infrastructure is essential [47]. Such that all equipment properly
interoperate and correctly interpret the messages and exchanged
data [45]. This can be done by adding interoperability feature
to DR management system by considering a layered architecture that ensures high flexibility, together with extensibility and
composability [48].
c) Scalability and flexibility: The provision of scalability through the evolutionary implementation of a highly scalable
communication infrastructure on a broader scale guarantees the
participation of a large number of consumers as well as the accommodation of a large number of devices and services [7]. On
the other hand, the provision of flexibility guarantees multiple
redundant alternate routes for the data flows and support of the
mobility feature for the end devices [7], [46]. The consideration
of cloud-based architectures for DR implementation is a very
effective solution for the scalable and flexible communication
between organizations and the consumers [49].
d) Security: The provision of network security provides
the means to maintain data integrity, confidentiality, and authentication while facilitating nonrepudiation [50]. Security issues
can compromise the performance and effectiveness of DR programs. For example, tampering of pricing information may trigger financial and legal problems. Therefore, DR programs need
to protect the private data of consumers, avert unauthorized access and provide authentication, authorization, auditability, and
trust components to the communication infrastructure [23].
e) Compatibility with IEC 61850: Fast and secure
communication plays a critical role in the real-time implementation of DR programs. This can be done through the engagement
of IEC 61850 standard, which is a set of international standards,
originally designed for substation applications to facilitate communications among different intelligent electronic devices and
allow interoperability between devices from different manufacturers [51]. IEC 61850 can be used to achieve interoperability
in MGs by providing standardized communication and control interfaces among the DER devices. Key features of IEC
61850 are using standardized data names and virtualized models (for logical devices, logical node, etc.) as well as providing
self-describing devices, standardized configuration language,
and high-level services such as global object oriented substation event, generic substation status event, sampled measured
values, etc. Major benefits of IEC 61850 are eliminating pro-
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curement ambiguity and enabling new capabilities such as wide
area protection schemes and sharing more device data, as well
as lower installation, transducer, commissioning, equipment migration, extension, and integration costs [52]. Vardakas et al. [7]
and Yan et al. [23] provide comprehensive information on DR
communication requirements and solutions.
III. MODELING THE COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL DR
Section II indicates that commercial and industrial loads have
considerable potential for peak load reduction. From the customer’s aspect, the purpose of participating DR is to minimize
their electricity bill. A series of constraints should be considered
because of the load electrical characteristics and requirement of
comfort level. In this section, the business models of commercial and industrial demand are briefly introduced. Due to space
limits, the objective functions and constraints only list the most
common information aiming at maximizing the revenue or profit
of the commercial or industrial customer, whereas some other
constraints and models for complex DR programs are ignored.
For instance, DR programs involving multiple players using
multiple optimization layers can be modeled as typical bilevel
optimization problems as shown in [53] involving a utility between consumers and ISOs.
A. Commercial DR
The main commercial loads for DR are EV and heat pumps
[54]. Next, their models will be elaborated in detail.
1) Electric Vehicle: There are varieties of studies on the optimal scheduling of EV charging under dynamic electricity pricing. From the perspective of EV parking station or aggregator,
the EVs can be classified as commercial loads. The aggregators
usually attempt to maximize their profit while satisfying EV
owners’ charging needs. The profit is the summation of each
EV’s electricity bill.
One of the constraints of the presented models in the literature is the energy balance in the EV battery, including charging
losses, and the energy consumption for driving purposes. Another constraint corresponds to the limits of the battery’s SOC
ratings. The limit of the battery charging power, which depends
on the energy capacity of the battery and the grid connection
states, is also considered in the literature. EV is assumed being
connected to the grid when it stays in the parking lot. Therefore,
the nature of optimal EV charging is to regulate the charging statement such that the total electricity bill is minimized
[55]. Some other constraints are also considered for different
optimization models. However, the mentioned constraints can
be inserted into any optimization model as the basis for other
relevant research directions [56]. A comparison between EV’s
optimal scheduling models is presented in Table I.
2) Electric Heat Pump (EHP): The EHP is widely used in
commercial buildings and has great potential for peak load reduction due to its heat inertia characteristics. A typical optimization model of EHP is proposed in [55]. The structure of
the considered space heating system is depicted in Fig. 1. The
objective function minimizes the total electricity bill of an EHP
over 24 h. The dynamic temperature response of a building can
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EV STATION CHARGING SCHEMES

Fig. 1.

Structure of considered space heating system [55].

be modeled by a second-order difference equation characterized
by lumped parameters whose values depend on the building materials [65].
The building’s thermal behavior constraints have been presented in various reports such as [66] by using functions of the
lumped parameters. Another constraint is the limits of the electric input and thermal output. In addition, the EHP thermal and
electric power capacities are linear functions of outdoor and indoor temperatures, where are formulated according to the EHP
technical characteristics. The ratio of the thermal output over the
electric input is known as the coefficient of performance [67].
Regarding the heat storage operation, a constraint should represent the thermal energy balance in the storage including energy
losses. Moreover, the lower and upper limits of the storage’s
energy content are considered in the literature [67].
The maximum heat power charging and discharging rates
are other constraints of the EHP models. Furthermore, the heat
power input of the storage cannot exceed the heat power output of the EHP. Moreover, users’ thermal comfort requirements
are formulated in the models in terms of the desired indoor
temperature at each hour.
To summarize, flexible EHP systems determine the optimal
periods for their storage charging based on the combination of
prices and indoor/outdoor temperatures [55].
B. Industrial DR
Some industrial loads have the potential to participate in DR.
The major examples include aluminum smelter and steel manufacturing plant. In addition, we assume that the industrial load
owners’ bidding/offering does not affect the final market clearing prices. This is reasonable as the total power capacity of a
factory is still small compared to the power system’s total gen-

eration capacity [68]. Overall, the industrial load adjusts the
scheduling to minimize its net cost, which is the cost of electric energy minus the revenue from spinning reserve provision
[68]–[71].
1) Aluminum Smelting Factory: Aluminum smelting is an
energy-intensive electrolytic process that is widely used to produce aluminum. Wissner [52] introduces experiences of an aluminum smelter (called Alcoa Warrick Operation) for DR. The
aluminum smelter is able to adjust its power consumption by
adjusting tap changers in the rectifier that supply dc electricity to
the production lines [69]. In the smelting plant, the electrolytic
process takes place in the so-called cell and is enabled by a dc
electric current that passes through the cell. A large number of
cells, or pots, are connected in series to form a potline.
The total power consumption of a potline can be hundreds
of MWs. Typically, there are several potlines in an aluminum
smelter. The relation between the production profit and potline
power is a nonlinear empirical function. It can be approximated
by a piecewise function. Then, the optimal scheduling is a mixed
integer linear programming problem. Under the dynamic price,
the potlines power can be adjusted by controlling the power
consumption in each hour [68].
The basic objective function maximizes the sum of the profit
from producing aluminum and the revenues from providing the
electricity market with a spinning reserve.
The following major constraints are related to the chemical
characteristics of an electrolytic tank:
1) the maximal capacity of available spinning reserve;
2) minimum energy consumption for every successive τ
hours to sustain the tank temperature;
3) daily minimum and maximum energy consumption.
According to experimental studies, the demand of electrolysis process can decrease up to 25% for 4 h before an undesirable
interruption occur [52]. The capacity of the available spinning
reserve is upper bounded by the difference between the current
loading level and minimum loading level of a potline. Furthermore, the payment structures for spinning reserve are different
at different electricity markets. More items should be included,
if the aluminum smelter participates in other markets (e.g., both
DA and spinning reserve markets) [69].
2) Steel Manufacturing Plant: Steel manufacturing plants
consume large amounts of electricity as well, and their electricity bills account for a remarkable percentage of their total
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operation cost. Therefore, steel plant owners are motivated to
participate in DR programs. A plant can adjust its power consumption by controlling the service transformer tap changer.
There are four stages in the steel production process: electric
arc furnace, argon oxygen decarburization, ladle furnace, and
continuous caster. Therefore, the optimization model should
consider not only each stage itself but also the transformation
between stages [71]. According to [72], the objective function
minimizes the cost of the steel production minus the revenues
from providing the electricity market with a spinning reserve.
The following major constraints are related to the steel production process:
1) energy balance and the maximal amount of available spinning reserve;
2) production limit: each set of metal is processed exactly
once at each stage.
If compared with other DR, the scheduling time step of the
steel plant is typically 15 min instead of 1 h. According to [72],
the method brings up to 12% savings in high capacity operations
and up to 52% in low capacity ones.
3) Cement Plant: Cement plants consume a high amount of
electricity and have a significant part of the industrial sector.
For example, cement plants have more than 8% of the industrial
consumption share in China where the biggest producer of the
product is so that more than 57% of the world’s cement is
produced [73].
Participation of cement plants in DR programs is associated
with price-based DR programs, especially RTP. On this basis, in
the models of cement plants that participate in the DR programs
dynamic prices are considered. The model optimizes the cement
production in a way the original throughput is ensured, while the
electricity cost is at the lowest level even though any changes in
the electricity price happen. To this end, the objective function
minimizes the electricity cost that equals the sum of the hourly
load of the cement plant multiplied by the hourly electricity
price.
In order to guarantee the original throughput of the cement
plant, a constraint is considered to ensure the expected electricity
consumption of each process is a fixed value. Moreover, another
constraint of the semishift process is required in which the load
can be only shifted at a given time slot [73].
It should be noted that loads of cement plants could be categorized into three types of load, namely, nonshift, semishift, and
full-shift. In the literature, cement grinding and packaging are
considered full-shift processes. Kiln, preheating and coal grinding are nonshift processes, while crushing can be considered the
semishift process.
4) Pulp and Paper Mill: The pulp and paper mills are also
one of the significant consumers in the industrial sector. For
example, a huge amount of electricity is used for separating
fibers from lignin and for making these fibers soft and suitable
for starting the papermaking process. If the thermo-mechanical
pulping lines of the pulp and paper mills have higher capacity
than the paper machines, it is possible that the process of pulp
production is operated in a way to consider dynamic electricity prices [74]. This can be the capability of this industry to
participate in the price-based DR programs and consequently
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL DR PAPERS IN
ELECTRICITY MARKETS

to provide a capability for minimizing its total electricity cost.
On this basis, the objective function of the pulp and paper mills
minimizes the electricity costs, considering the utilization of
storage systems according to the expected electricity prices and
the scheduled production.
Various constraints should be considered to guarantee the
original throughput. One of the main constraints that should
be met is the total steam demand. In addition, the capacity of
other sources of steam is limited. Moreover, each source of
steam has a different cost that should be taken into account.
Another important constraint is the planned production of the
paper machines. Furthermore, refiner lines cannot surpass either
the maximum or the minimum productions.
IV. COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL DR IN
ELECTRICITY MARKETS
In recent years, DR participation in electricity markets has
drawn lots of attention. Many papers have been published in
this field. A summary of these works is shown in Table II. In
addition, Fig. 2 shows how the information is classified. In the
following sections, each classification has been surveyed.
A. DR in Different Electricity Markets
The impact of DR on the wholesale market, retail market and
ancillary service markets has been surveyed in the following.
1) DR in the Retail Market: Song et al. [90] aimed to determine the day-ahead market bidding strategies for retailers with
flexible demands to maximize the short-term profit. It proposed
a short-term planning framework to forecast the load under
dynamic tariffs and construct bidding curves. Stochastic programming is applied to manage the uncertainties of spot price,
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ment. The aim is to avoid transmission congestion in a least-cost
manner. Aghaei and Alizadeh [86] investigated ancillary service
DR programs in an n–k contingency constrained unit commitment problem. To implement the program, DR providers offer
their bid prices to ISOs to compete with expensive supply-side
reserve offers. In this paper, the maximum number of multiple simultaneous contingencies is found, and infeasibilities are
avoided. Nguyen et al. [81] proposed a method for optimally
selecting the locations of DR along with their capacities. The
objectives are maximizing available transmission capacity, minimizing expected energy not supplied, minimizing active power
loss and minimizing total DR program capacity. In case of such
multiple objectives that are conflicting in nature, the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm is used to obtain an optimal
solution, for a given domain of possible solutions.
Fig. 2.

DR in markets classification.

regulating price, consumption behaviors and responsiveness to
dynamic tariffs.
In 2011, Nguyen et al. [81] propose a new concept, demand
response exchange (DRX), in which DR is treated as a public
good to be exchanged between DR buyers and DR sellers. DRX
can be considered as an implicit market in which DR is separately traded through a virtual pool. Thimmapuram et al. [85]
explored the impact of consumers’ price elasticity of demand
on the performance of the electricity market using electricity
market complex adaptive system.
It indicated while the impact depends on the price level at
which consumers’ exhibit price responsiveness; price-elastic
consumers could benefit by a reduction in energy usages and
prices and significantly reduce congestion charges and, potentially, reduce the market power of generation companies
(GenCos).
2) DR in the Wholesale Market: Parvania et al. [84] presented an optimization framework for the DR aggregation in
the wholesale electricity markets. The aggregation of DR contracts is considered in the proposed price-based self-scheduling
optimization model to determine optimal DR schedules for participants in the day-ahead energy markets. In addition, Parvania
et al. [87] presented a hierarchical DR bidding framework in
the day-ahead energy market that integrates customer DR preferences and characteristics in the ISO’s market clearing process.
The hourly load reduction strategies include load shifting and
curtailment and the use of on-site generation and energy storage
systems. The results indicate that the explicit modeling of customer DR would provide ISOs with flexible options to schedule
available energy resources in the DA wholesale energy markets.
3) DR in the Ancillary Service Market: Improvements in
technology and other areas enabled DR to participate in markets. DR is used for various ancillary purposes like providing
reserve markets [72], [81], preventing congestion [78], [86], etc.
In 2005, Paulson published a paper that explains how demand resources are being integrated into the PJM ancillary service markets [75]. Shayesteh et al. [78] used DR in congestion manage-

B. Industrial and Commercial Sectors Participation in DR
Industrial loads have both the motivation and the ability to
support power system operation through DR. In [72], the focus
is on the steel plant and optimizing its schedule to maximize
its profits from both the energy and the spinning reserve markets. In the liberalized electricity markets, controllable demand
has the opportunity to participate in the real-time markets. Ruiz
et al. [79] seek a way to enable aggregators to bid in markets
with the help of a virtual power plant (VPP) concept. VPP is
composed of a large number of controllable customers, and the
focus is on the aggregation of domestic and commercial customers with appliances that have thermal storage capabilities.
The proposed algorithm is able to obtain the maximum load
reduction over a considered control period. Papadaskalopoulos
et al. [55] demonstrated the applicability of a new pool market
mechanism, considering two reschedulable demand technologies with significant potential, namely EV s with flexible charging capability and EHP systems accompanied by heat storage
for space heating.
C. Markets’ Uncertainty in the Presence of DR
The uncertainty modeling in the electricity market operation
in the presence of DR programs have been implemented by different methods including stochastic programming [91], robust
optimization [92], and information gap decision theory (IGDT)
[89].
Henriquez et al. [91] presented an optimization model to determine the optimal operation of a DR aggregator that manages
a portfolio of DR programs in the wholesale electricity markets.
The uncertainty of market prices and balancing requirements
are represented through a set of scenarios based on historical
data. The proposed model is a stochastic bilevel mathematical
program that is reformulated as a mixed-integer linear program.
Mahboubi-Moghaddam et al. [92], present a new two-step iterative framework to improve the performance of energy service
providers. The main problem includes reliability constraints,
and price uncertainties are modeled using a robust optimization
approach.
It is concluded that the reliability-constrained model provides
more technical and financial benefits [92]. Kazemi et al. [89]
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presented a combined scheduling and bidding algorithm for
constructing the bidding curve of an electric utility that participated in the day-ahead energy market. The market uncertainty
has been modeled using nonprobabilistic IGDT. Effects of the
retail side and its risk reduction in the short-term planning were
studied. The process of deriving bidding curve was presented to
manage the risk of participating in the wholesale market.

attain full benefits. Moreover, it can be concluded from the literature that accessing users’ information enables the operator to
exploit most of the DR benefits for itself. Thus, a noncooperative
market can be fairer.

D. Centralized or Decentralized DR?

A. Industrial Sector

Based on where the response decision is made, DR programs
and associated technologies are categorized into centralized and
decentralized control [93]. Papadaskalopoulos et al. [83] proposed a novel day-ahead pool market clearing mechanism, combining the solution optimality of centralized mechanisms and the
decentralized demand participation structure of dynamic pricing
schemes based on Lagrangian relaxation principles. The mechanism involves a bilevel iterative process, consisting of a number
of maximization subproblems—expressing the market participants’ price response—coordinated by a global price update
algorithm—expressing the market operator’s effort to reach an
optimal clearing solution.
System operators start to believe that DERs should be procured and as it is difficult for customers to participate directly
in the electricity market, Valero et al. [76] suggest that trading
in the market can be done with the help of an aggregator acting
as an enrolling participant in ISO programs.
Mohsenian-rad [88] showed how time-shiftable load could
submit its demand bids to the day-ahead and real-time markets
to minimize its energy procurement cost. It developed a multistage stochastic optimization framework, together with several
closed-form solutions, to select the demand bids considering
both per-subload bidding and single bidding. The designs in this
paper can help large consumers, load-serving entities (LSEs),
and utilities to exploit their time-shiftable load potentials to
lower their energy costs in electricity markets.

Some industrial loads including metals such as aluminum
smelting pots, furnaces and steel, cement, freezers, and refrigeration for the food industry, pumps, mills, fans, and crushers have
already been considered in DR programs with success. Both industrial production and support services have been considered
in DR programs, thus involving equipment of the industrial
process (machine drives, furnaces, and pumps) and loads not
directly involved in the production (ventilation, lighting, heating, and cooling) [5]. DR programs foresee the participation
of industrial and commercial loads to the energy and ancillary
services markets and their contribution to the balancing of the
fluctuation related to load and generation variations by means
of load shifting, load following, and regulation.
In the industrial sector, even if most industries have already
the necessary measurement, control, and communication infrastructures, DR implementation in the industrial sector requires
a preliminary study involving both the facility and corporation
and evaluating the benefits and risks related to industrial DR
is a complex decision-making process. In order to induce, in
fact, the corporation to authorize the settling of the shifting or
curtailment of the production in response to electricity prices in
the energy or ancillary services markets, the related risks should
be assessed by carrying out a time consuming and complex process. The risks are mainly related to the amount of DR flexibility
that can be achieved in the facility’s production schedule and on
the ability of the facility to modify logistics systems and enlarge
inventories. When deciding to participate in an industrial DR
program, the customers can choose between self-schedule DR,
according to which, depending on the potential net earnings,
they can select when to offer a curtailment in the market, and a
form of call option according to which the customers are advised
by the system operator of a curtailment alert. Another possible
option is that the company stipulates a bilateral agreement with
a third-party that will be in charge to administer its DR capability. Industrial customers involved in a DR program have thus
to face complex decisions about tradeoffs related to the costs
and benefits. The costs due to DR implementation are mainly
related to the diminished performances and efficiency of the
production processes, additional energy losses, lost equipment
life, additional smart metering devices and energy management
systems (EMS) [5].

E. Cost Versus Benefit of DR in Electricity Markets
Implementing DR in markets has positive effects on the total
cost of energy and market clearing price [94]. Negash et al. [95]
solved the problem of unbalance in markets caused by paying
for load reductions by proposing a cost allocation method based
on locational marginal price (LMP) sensitivity that accounts for
the effect of congestion on the distribution of benefits between
nodes with different LMPs. It also defined a fairness index to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method as compared
to a load-based allocation. Su et al. [77] propose a bidding mechanism to reduce market-clearing prices and to manage the risk of
going unbalanced after the closure of a day-ahead market with
demand shifting of consumers who do submit price-sensitive
bids [77]. In [80], two types of DR, namely reliability-based
DR and price-based DR are discussed. In 2013, Gkatzikis et al.
[82] investigate the interaction of end-users, the utility operator,
and several aggregator entities that act as intermediaries. None
of reliability-based and price-based types of DR can achieve
maximum benefits. Hence, a hybrid framework with coordination between price-based and reliability-based DR is required to

V. BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS OF INDUSTRIAL AND
COMMERCIAL DR

B. Commercial Sector
Large commercial buildings with an EMS and an Internet
connection have been involved in DR programs thanks to their
ability to shift energy use based on a variety of load-shed
and load control strategies mainly involving controllable and
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sheddable loads. Controllable loads mainly include heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems that can be
controlled by adjusting the cooling and heating temperature setpoints by managing the thermostat settings also in accordance
with the electricity price over time or market price [96].
The thermostat can generally be controlled by using a transaction based or price-based controls [97]. In the first case, the
thermostat setting can be controlled by a transactive controller
based on the market price while in the price-based programs
consumers modify their energy consumption in response to electricity price variations.
Lighting can be easily controlled by considering the interaction between the daylight and artificial light and the interactions
with the users. Sheddable demands consist of some electrical
equipment, such as pumps, elevators, and lifts, and the equipment can be managed by adopting variable-speed drives. On-site
cogeneration can also be integrated with DR actions in order to
improve the earnings deriving by the DR program. Building automation systems are generally implemented for in commercial
building taking part in a DR program.
C. Commercial and Industrial DR
In order to understand the financial performances of industrial
and large commercial customers, it is important to understand
the different types of business models that can be adopted [98].
According to most of these models, revenues are earned by
means of subscription fees, e.g., returns from the utility due to
the endowment of the DR management software or brokerage
fees deriving from a portion of the revenue charged to the utility
for the supplying of the DR resource. Most of the business models have been developed considering liberalized power markets
[99] and are related to market-based capacity and reserve DR.
The revenues are associated with the sales of DR services,
including primary and secondary reserves [100] being the latter
favored among DR providers, as it has a lower response time and
is dispatched less frequently. In most cases, customers are generally endowed with an EMS enabling them to take part in DR
programs even if other measures according to which customers
respond manually are also possible. The EMS is furnished by
an ISO with market interaction and allows the control of loads
such as HVAC and refrigeration units, heating, lighting, ventilation, variable-frequency drive units, industrial process loads
and customer-sited generation [101].
A different business model considers the utility-based capacity and reserve DR according to which a regulated utility contract with DR providers to procure operating reserve and firm
capacity [98] and the prices of DR resources are agreed with the
regulator and the utility. A portion of the revenues received by
the DR aggregators is gained by participating load resources that
are not generally under the explicit control or receive dispatch
signals being their involvement based on incentives [102].
Another business model considers the provision by EMS
providers of EMS having the target to optimize the local energy consumption considering energy process and user’s requirements but without interacting with the market. Both commercial and industrial customers take part in these types of DR

programs where the revenues are obtained not only by brokerage and subscription fees but also from asset sales related to the
equipment [98].
In all the presented business models, commercial and industrial users can have economic benefits, related to electricity
cost savings and incentive payments, and reliability benefits due
to reduced probability of load curtailment and shortages. Other
benefits offered by DR programs are related to market efficiency,
by lowering wholesale market prices, avoiding congestions, and
reducing market power by some producers [97]. System operation and expansion benefits can be achieved thanks to DR
programs in terms of ancillary market reduced prices, delayed
network, and generation investments [5], [103].
D. Drawbacks of Industrial and Commercial DR
Although the implementation of DR on industrial and commercial sectors has various advantages, there are some drawbacks too. The first drawback of industrial and commercial DR
is related to decreasing the income of utilities. Although DR
helps to decrease costs from utility viewpoint, it can reduce revenues as well. Depend on the regulatory regime in each country
or region; utilities will lose a part of their profit if a significant level of DR is implemented since the utilities are paid for
generating and transmitting that are not part of DR.
Two other drawbacks of industrial and commercial DR are infrastructure cost of smart metering and communication system,
and environmental impacts of dispatching more polluted onsite
generation [104]. In Section VI, the challenges and barriers to
industrial and commercial DR are discussed.
VI. CHALLENGES AND BARRIERS TO INDUSTRIAL AND
COMMERCIAL DR
The barriers of industrial and commercial DR can be divided
into several aspects. It can be studied based on the market,
technological, social, and regulation aspects.
A. Market
1) Collecting and Processing Data: In the transition stage
from conventional power system framework to fully competitive market, DR execution has faced some barriers including
limited access to the information of different parties (imperfect information), property rights are not defined completely
(incomplete markets) and uncompetitive markets [11]. In terms
of access to information, the potential of DR providers is not
fully realized for all individual, commercial and industrial consumptions [105]. Meanwhile, collecting and processing data
take costs in the market. Providing these data may not be costefficient for a party; hence, one party may be better informed
than others [106]. One of the examples of this state is when a
small commercial consumer cannot forecast its electric heating
loads. For the second term, which is about property rights, the
responsibility for paying the CO2 emission cost is not particular,
and many parties should be a part of this cost. Moreover, the
profits of some assets are not clear. For example, a decrease in
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peak load may cause profit for lots of parties but some of them
would take advantage of this reduction without any payment.
2) Hidden Costs and Market Power: For the uncompetitive
market, some parties may charge prices more than their marginal
cost due to the market power. The uncertainty of the market
related to costs and revenues can be negotiated because some
participants cannot reduce the uncertainty by risk analysis [107].
The negotiations and contract and transaction costs may put as
hidden cost because parties may pay for them. They may be
taken into account as barriers, especially for small parties.
3) Increase in the Standardization: Energy and capacity, as
well as DR products, are traded as a defined product and standardized according to the amount (kW/kWh) and time (weekahead/day-ahead) [10]. Reducing this standardization by definitions of standardized products without restriction causes an
increase in the DR value and system efficiency; however, increase in the standardization leads to transaction costs reduction. Hence, this is a challenge that the market faces for DR
[108].
B. Social and Customer Behavior
1) Trust Level Among Parties: The social barriers can be
in associated with the power of parties. In other words, if an
organization, which is responsible for implementation of DR
programs, does not have enough power to install necessary technology or invest for increasing the flexibility, it may cause some
barriers to both industrial and commercial DR programs. Insufficient power of decision makers may be due to the market
structure and the culture of organizing a firm in a country. The
behavior of customers including industrial and commercial is
not definite. In fact, their behavior is supposed to be rational
which means profit for these customers should be maximized.
However, in reality, it may not be followed. If the information provided by the sender is not correct enough according to
their behavior, the receipt’s behavior will not be what sender
expected [8]. The way the recipient received information from
sender should be trusted. The level of trust among parties should
be high enough to prevent barriers for DR. In other words, DR
providers should trust sender and receive them as a reliable way,
and it is important for acceptance of DR [109]. For example,
DR providers prefer to interact with local and small DR buyers
identified with trust rather than large energy utilities.
2) Widespread Adoption of DR Programs: Some of the commercial and industrial customers may be identified by their values in environmental and energy conservation that promote the
behavior of these customers without any consideration in DR
[5]. Therefore, customers’ value should be taken into account.
However, it can be a barrier to DR due to the use of open and
untrusted network and a huge number of physically distributed
devices for these values. The consumer values may be significant for DR providers to provide comfort and convenience;
therefore, the elimination of consumer’s comfort is a remarkable barrier to DR [110]. Saving the customers’ electric bills
is not enough to encourage them to incorporate the DR programs, invest in required facilities and to compensate for their
inconvenience. Therefore, for coping with the barriers related
to the widespread adoption of DR programs, making a good
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strategy to pursue customers is essential. Since the intention
of power systems is to provide electricity for consumers, DR
programs are playing the opposite role. Therefore, behavior of
the customer should be anticipated as much as possible to cope
with this significant barrier to DR. Lack of understanding the
benefits of DR can cause less investment by different parties to
expand the DR and reduce interest in the development of DR
technologies [9].
C. Technological Barrier
1) Sensing, Computing, and Communication: In technological aspects, using information and communication technology
(ICT) and the internet of things (IoT) is the barriers to DR. Local metering to define DR delivery, communications between
DR provider and purchaser are taken into account in ICT that
can be interchangeably used with IoT. The barriers in this term
are mostly related to sensing, computing, and communication
[11]. Energy market trade from 15 min to 1-h periods requires
trustworthy metering sensors at this resolution for participants
of the market. Implementation of DR may need better resolution
for frequency response and constraint management. Likewise,
when the essential metering infrastructure does not exist, DR implementation faces some barriers [111]. Because DR programs
need to have enough and adequate data and information from
different parties and participants including, customers, retailers,
LSE, market operator, etc., to be performed correctly. Sensing at
high frequency along with high reliability in a way that flexibility and extensibility should be met in an acceptable and reasonable cost is the most remarkable challenge of commercial and
industrial DR implementation. This is even worse while considering the heterogeneity of sensors introduced through standards,
sellers, and protocols in smart grids development.
A large amount of data computation with uncertainty in DR
potential and DR prices can be a barrier for optimal DR because this uncertainty can increase the computation load price
at stochastic optimization especially when decisions are constrained by time. For example, IoT embedded devices may have
to be limited in computation; therefore, services will need huger
compute capacity now or in the future. In computational capacity barrier, privacy and security play an important role as well.
Moreover, to deliver the right compute capacity, in addition to
meeting required security and privacy, acceptable cost should
be taken into account. Assuming the precise data sensing and
enough computational capacity, one should handle access to
data. All obtained data either in wired or wireless sensors require addressing standards and protocols for data formatting and
transformation.
2) Technological Skills: If all data could exchange by all participants in an agreed way, DR concept would run in the rapid
way. However, in reality, due to some competing approaches,
this interaction is in a very slow process. Moreover, since the
potential domain of communication layers is widespread, making the decision for investment in which one is difficult which
can be another barrier in this term. Meanwhile, there should
be some technical talents for designing these technologies and
assembling in a good way. Having good local support for
these technologies requires experts. Therefore, another barrier to
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industrial and commercial DR can be technological skills. IoT
systems have more complexity and diversity application; therefore, it creates challenges for training the right technical and
experts to design and build IoT systems for DR running.
D. Regulatory Barriers
1) Lack of Regulation for DR: Government decisions can
sometimes cause barriers to DR. The effects of these policies
like tax coding on market and DR operation, operational or capital costs on DR-enabling technology investment can create a
barrier to the efficient DR operation [112]. All regulations of
electricity systems are based on the assumption that the power
flow is from large-scale generators to distributed users [113].
Hence, there is no adequate regulation for demand-side participants in terms of minimum bid size, gate closure time and other
characteristics related to DR. In some current regulations, it is
prevented to reach the market price signals to customers that
cause some damages for business DR. Therefore, rules limitations for locational price differentiation in markets will avoid
all customers to receive the right value of DR [5].
2) Various Regulations in Different Countries: Lack of
enough attention to research and development, longer regulatory periods and advantages of capital expenditure pursue the
operator to expand the grid rather than expand the DR operation [10]. The regulations and policies in various countries are
different. Therefore, each country should have its regulation for
DR. For example, the U.S. business model has DR aggregators
who sell their DR capacity to the wholesale electricity market. However, in China due to lack of existence of wholesale
electricity market, grid companies make a contract with power
generators, and there is no incentive for them to contract with
DR aggregators because of lack of policy-making transparency
[114].

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a comprehensive review of the recent advances
in industrial and commercial DR was carried out. The potential
of these sectors in providing DR was analyzed, and the impact of
different technologies on reaching an effective DR participation
was investigated. In addition, the business models of commercial
and industrial DR were categorized, and the objective functions
and constraints were presented. The role of the industrial and
commercial sectors in the electricity market was discussed, and
their beneficial aspects and the barriers were investigated. In
the future work, control and optimization algorithms for DR in
both centralized and distributed forms should be investigated. In
addition, since DR can be formulated as optimization problems,
mathematical formulations, and hard and soft constraints should
be surveyed in the future work.
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